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ABSTRACT 

Synthetic liquid kerosene will play a significant role as part of the defossilization of the future 

aviation sector. One of the currently approved process routes for Jet A-1 kerosene containing 

synthesized hydrocarbons describes the production of synthetic paraffinic kerosene (SPK) 

which derives from a syncrude produced via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. Integrated into a 

Power-to-Liquid (PtL) process which includes a synthesis gas production based on renewable 

energy, this process enables the possibility of a sustainable production of kerosene, either in 

centralized plants or in decentralized modular units. 

This work describes the development and evaluation of a PtL-process model in a modular 

open-source Python framework, which enables a complete traceability and reproducibility of 

the process and the results. In contrast to existing studies with a high level of detail which are 

based on commercial software, the entire process chain is depicted with an intermediate level 

of detail to enable a further generic implementation into an energy system analytical 

assessment with regard to the current and future role of PtL-based liquid fuels.  

The modelling of the different relevant process steps for the production of high yields of a 

synthetic kerosene fraction is described and key operation parameters are identified.  

As a result, the achievable maximal mass flows of PtL-based fuel production via Fischer-

Tropsch are assessed and the corresponding operation parameter sets which aim at an 

optimization of the kerosene fraction yield are pointed out. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Motivation 

Already today, the aviation sector accounts for around 11% of the energy consumption of the 

entire transport sector [1] and an additional annual increase in air traffic of over 4% on 

average is expected during the next decades [2]. This leads to an increasing importance of a 

defossilization of the aviation sector, which contributes significantly to the global greenhouse 

gas emissions. Aside further technology development and efficiency improvements, a short-

term possibility to decrease its emissions is the usage of sustainable aviation fuels (SAF), 

kerosene which is not based on fossil crude oil but on synthetic crude (syncrude) derived by 

renewable electricity or biogenic feedstocks. 

To assess the future role of SAF as part of the energy system for scenarios, the energy system 

analysis is dependent on comprehensible and transparent technology data for the underlying 
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technologies and different application fields, whereas current data in literature is usually 

based on commercial software and therefore misses the desired flexibility, traceability and 

reproducibility. 

This work describes the development and evaluation of a power-to-liquid process (PtL) for 

the production of syncrude, using a new modular Python framework, which enables a 

comprehensive calculation of the desired process setups. Various possible modeling 

approaches are presented on the example of the different process steps, designing a process 

with a focus on a maximal kerosene fraction output. The further advantage of a process 

modelling in an open Python framework - the coupling with additional tools and models – is 

represented with the integration of the process calculation into a particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) tool. 

METHODOLOGY 

Process flow sheet 

The process flow sheet assessed in this study is shown in Figure 1. It is designed to provide a 

PtL-process using FT synthesis with a low plant complexity which is focused on high yields 

of hydrocarbons in kerosene fraction range (C8 to C16). The background for this process setup 

is its possible capability for a decentralized application, which could enable a sustainable 

kerosene supply, especially for remote airports [2]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Simplified PtL process flow sheet 

Process model 

The entire calculation is performed using a modular Python framework, where each relevant 

process step is depicted by a separate module. According the flow sheet shown in Figure 1, 

the modules are interconnected, representing the process internal material streams.  

The appearing material streams, which are defined by their main physical parameters, flow 

rates and chemical compositions, are affected and adjusted at each step of the process, which 

is calculated serially. Due to the iterative character of the evaluated process, caused by the 

internal and external gas recycle streams, the calculation is repeated until a steady state is 

reached. For the following presented data, steady state is defined by the criteria, that a 

maximal relative deviation between two consecutive calculation steps below 0.1% had to be 

achieved, which applies to the flow rates and the molar shares of the most relevant chemical 

components of each material stream in the process. 
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Aside general components like hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water, 

normal paraffins and iso-paraffins, up to a carbon chain length of 50, are considered in the 

calculation. 

Modules 

One of the key elements of the used Python framework is the modularised approach. The 

extent and type of the different considered modules defines the complexity and detail of the 

evaluated process.  

In this study, the process model shall provide an intermediate level of detail and the 

consideration of process steps is therefore reduced to the main relevant ones - aside the 

reactors and product separation units, this includes also heat exchangers and compressors. 

Supplementary equipment like e.g. pumps, valves or additional units for waste stream 

treatment, on the other hand, are not considered. 

For each module, there are different possible types of modelling. They range from a low 

detailed representation, only considering few main selectable input parameters providing a 

low degree of freedom, to extensive model representations, which are not only dependent on 

the direct input parameters but as well on material stream specific properties like e.g. the 

partial pressures of the reactants. These extensive modules are also the ones through which 

the iterative character of the calculation is intensified, as they come with a higher sensitivity 

towards process internal parameter variability. 

In the following, the different main modules used in this study are described. They are 

intentionally selected to provide both an intermediate level of detail for the entire process 

representation and a variety of different modelling approaches, highlighting the possible 

flexibility and scope of application of the process framework. 

 

Heat exchanger and compressor.  Both heat exchanger (HEX) and compressor are modelled as 

0-dimensional models. They are designed as ideal processes, where the heat exchanger is used 

to adjust the temperature of the material stream and the compressor module is used to modify 

the pressure without any losses or further interactions. 

 

Reverse Water-Gas-Shift reactor.  The reverse Water-Gas-Shift (RWGS) reactor described in 

this process is used for the generation of synthesis gas (syngas), which is required to contain a 

mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide for the subsequent fuel synthesis. Based on 

hydrogen and carbon dioxide as feed gases, this syngas can be provided using a chemical 

conversion at high temperatures in the rWGS reactor. For reversible reactions, one way to 

represent the chemical reactor is its implementation as equilibrium reactor. The composition 

of the outgoing material stream is calculated using the chemical equilibrium, which is based 

on the specific equilibrium constants for each reaction, mainly derived by the reactor 

temperature and the considered reversible reactions taking place. For this work, the Water-

Gas-Shift reaction, the CO methanation and the Sabatier reaction, which are usually prevalent 

in rWGS reactors [3], are considered. Due to the high reactor temperature levels, reactions 

leading to coke formation are neglected.  

The main advantage of using an equilibrium reactor model is its flexibility and broad range of 

possible applications which is mainly based on the considered set of reactions, whereas for 

catalytic reactors or non-reversible reactions, the implementation es equilibrium reactor is not 

applicable. 

 

Flash chamber.  The product separation in this process is performed using a flash chamber 

module, where the gaseous mixture of hydrocarbons and further gas components is partially 

condensed. Real gas behaviour is considered for the thermodynamic model, which uses the 
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equation of state according Peng Robinson [4] (PREOS) for the phase equilibrium 

calculation.  

If a significant amount of water is appearing in the liquid phase, it is discharged separately 

from the liquid hydrocarbon fractions as additional material stream.  

 

FT reactor.  The FT reactor in this study is modelled using the stoichiometries of the 

formation of normal paraffins from hydrogen and carbon monoxide and the main parameters 

like the chain growth probability, the reactor temperature and the CO conversion, which are 

provided as direct input parameters. Although in general, the product distribution of a FT 

reactor follows the Anderson-Schulz-Flory distribution (ASF) [5], for low temperature FT 

reaction using cobalt catalysts, as considered in this study, a deviation of the methane and 

ethane selectivity compared to the ASF is reported [6]. To account for those deviations, both 

methane and ethane selectivity can be additionally defined as input parameters for the 

module.  

During FT synthesis, hydrocarbon chains of different lengths are formed, based on the 

gaseous syngas components hydrogen and carbon monoxide, resulting in an adjusted 

chemical composition of the outgoing material stream. To account for the increased vapour 

pressure of appearing long-chained hydrocarbons, a flash calculation according above 

description is additionally carried out. Based on the chemical composition, the temperature 

and the pressure, this might lead to a partial condensation of the syncrude. If appearing, the 

resulting liquids are discharged as a separate material stream from the reactor. 

 

Hydrocracker.  An additional way to model a reactor is by using a kinetic model, as it is 

performed for the hydrocracker module used in this study. The reactions taking place during 

catalytic processes as e.g. hydrocracking or the FT synthesis are significantly affected by the 

catalyst type and its composition. Kinetic models, which are usually developed based on 

laboratory data of a specific unit, can therefore predict the process output with a good 

accuracy, if the process parameters stay within the defined limits. At the same time, this 

illustrates the main disadvantage of kinetic models, as the kinetics may significantly deviate 

for other catalyst compositions and are therefore not generically applicable to any reactor. 

In this study, a kinetic model which additionally includes the vapour-liquid equilibrium 

(VLE) is implemented [7]. The reactions taking place are limited to the isomerization of 

normal paraffins and a subsequent cracking into shorter iso-paraffins. Due to the low 

residence times selected in this study, a secondary cracking is not considered. The VLE is 

calculated using the PREOS. 

Additional information concerning the development of a kinetic model in this framework can 

be obtained from [2], which describes the modelling of the kinetic module of a FT reactor in 

detail. 

Process optimization 

To cover a broad range of different process parameter sets and to optimise the operating 

parameters, the heuristic method of particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8] is applied. As 

target value to be maximised, the syncrude mass flow output of hydrocarbons in kerosene 

range is defined. 

The final results are based on multiple optimization runs, using different combinations for the 

social, the cognitive and the inertia parameter of the PSO. In all cases, the number of particles 

was set to 72 and the number of iterations to 50. Nine process parameters were selected as 

variable parameters to be part of the PSO. The further input parameters were not adjusted 

during the calculation. All parameters are shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Overview of relevant process parameters and PSO settings. The variable input 

parameters are highlighted. 

 
Flow sheet parameters 

Module Parameter Description Value / Range Unit 

General Pressure - 3.0 MPa 

Main gas feed Mass flow - 1,000 kg/h 

Main gas feed H2 particle share H2 0.6 to 0.7 - 

Main gas feed CO2 particle share - 1 - H2 - 

RWGS Temperature TRWGS 1125 to 1225 K 

FT reactor Temperature - 493 K 

FT reactor 
Chain growth 

probability 
CGP 0.7 to 0.95 - 

FT reactor CO conversion COconv 0.2 to 0.75 - 

FT reactor CH4 selectivity - 12.0 % 

FT reactor C2H6 selectivity - 3.0 % 

Hot trap Temperature THT 425 to 475 K 

Cold trap Temperature TCT 325 to 375 K 

Recycle split Flue gas share - 0.05 - 

Recycle split Internal share IR 0.75 to 0.9 - 

Recycle split External share - 0.95 - IR - 

Hydrocracker Temperature THC 600 to 650 K 

Hydrocracker Space velocity WHSVHC 5 to 15 kg/kg/h 

     

Particle Swarm Optimization parameters 

Run # Social Cognitive Inertia  

1 1 1 0.1  

2 1 1 0.25  

3 1 1 0.5  

4 1 1 0.75  

5 1 2 0.25  

6 2 1 0.25  

     

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the kerosene fraction mass flow on the nine variable input 

parameters according Table 1 as parallel coordinates. The results of parameter combinations 

which led to undesired process conditions like e.g. a lack of hydrogen during the synthesis 

reaction are excluded from the presented results. It shall be stressed, that the shown results are 

highly depending on the fixed input parameters and that a further improvement of the process 

by adjusting those parameters can be expected. Furthermore, the evaluated operation 

parameters only represent a theoretical approach to the overall process behaviour assessment, 

practical operational limitations of certain process parameters, like e.g. an upper boundary of 

a conversion rate for an extension of the catalyst lifetime, are not completely considered. 

With an input mass flow of 1,000 kg/h, which was kept constant throughout the calculations, 

the maximum of achievable kerosene fraction yield of the described flow sheet and parameter 

range is around 165 kg/h. Based on the extended representation in Figure 2 and the top 5% 

according Figure 3, some conclusions concerning the significance of different input 

parameters on the final result can be drawn and are elaborated in the following.  

Low shares of hydrogen in the feed stream lead to a lack of hydrogen inside the process and 

are therefore to be avoided; the data shows a clear tendency that shares between 66% to 69% 

are preferable.  
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Figure 2. Parallel coordinate plot of around 10,000 parameter sets calculated during the PSO 

runs. Each coloured line represents one parameter set and is coloured based on the output 

value of the kerosene mass flow as indicated on the right. The first nine vertical lines show 

the variable input parameters; the last vertical line on the right shows the result of the 

kerosene mass flow. 

 

The RWGS reactor as part of the overall process leads to good results at temperatures above 

1175 K, which can be explained with the shift of the chemical equilibrium at temperatures 

around 1170 K. Although temperatures above 1170 K improve the reactor yield of carbon 

monoxide, a further temperature increase shows only a small impact on the conversion and is 

therefore not crucial for the process results. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Parallel coordinate plot, showing the top 5% of highest kerosene mass flow outputs 
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The range of preferable values for the chain growth potential of the FT reactor lies in a small 

range, mainly between 0.9 and 0.92. For the CO conversion, high conversion rates are 

preferable, increasing the yield of the synthesis reaction. 

The flash condensation temperatures of the hot trap and the cold trap do not have a governing 

impact on the outgoing kerosene flow. However, lower hot trap temperatures lead to an 

increased share of heavy hydrocarbons which are subsequently partially cracked into kerosene 

range in the hydrocracker and are therefore favourable. The cold trap temperature shows no 

clear tendency in the considered range, as it is mainly affecting the lower carbon chain length 

limit of the liquid fraction. The kerosene fraction which starts at a carbon chain length of 8 is 

hereby not directly affected. 

For the internal recycle stream, low share rates below 0.8 are favourable.  

The hydrocracker shows no direct correlation between the reactor temperature and the space 

velocity concerning the process output yield. The broad range of possible parameters leading 

to high kerosene yields indicates a relatively low impact of the specific values on the process 

output itself, which can also be explained with the fact, that the hydrocracker is not part of the 

iterative process scope and does therefore, as downstream process, not have an impact on the 

other process modules. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the performed calculations, especially the hydrogen input share, the FT chain 

growth probability and the internal recycle share can be identified as the most relevant among 

the assessed process parameters, as the process shows a high sensitivity towards slight 

parameter adjustments. Small deviations from the optimal ranges cannot be compensated by 

other process parameters, as it is the case for the other evaluated variable input parameters. 

 

Using a particle swarm optimization in combination with the described python framework 

lead to an optimal result of around 165 kg/l for the kerosene mass fraction flow for all PSO 

calculation runs, providing additionally an extensive amount of different parameter sets. This 

enables the possibility of a detailed assessment of the process internal correlations.  

However, an additional detailed evaluation of various process parameters concerning e.g. 

additional process-related restrictions is crucial to provide reliable results. Further, a focus on 

the energy efficiency should be implemented in the assessment, which is not fully covered by 

only an optimization of the outgoing material stream. Especially regarding the feed stream, 

lower shares of the energy intensive hydrogen could increase the overall process efficiency. 

 

As a summary, the presented approach can be used to get a comprehensive insight on the 

process internal interdependencies and favourable process parameter ranges for the different 

modules of a PtL process. It further enables the flexible representation of desired process flow 

sheets in order to assess the relevant process outputs, which can further be used as fully 

comprehensible input parameters for e.g. system analytical analyses. 

To further extend the applicability and significance of the model results, future assessments 

will include all available input parameters and an optimization towards a maximal energy 

efficiency of the process will be targeted. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

ASF   Anderson-Schulz-Flory 

CGP   Chain growth probability 

CT   Cold trap 

FT   Fischer-Tropsch 

HT   Hot trap 

mK   Kerosene mass flow [kg/h] 

HC   Hydrocracker 

PREOS  Peng-Robinson equation of state 

PSO   Particle swarm optimization 

PtL   Power-to-Liquid 

RWGS   Reverse water-gas shift 

SAF   Sustainable aviation fuel 

SPK   Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene 

VLE   Vapour liquid equilibrium 

WHSV   Weight hourly space velocity [kghydrocarbons/kgcatalyst/h] 
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